Ventriculoperitoneal shunt dysfunction during rehabilitation: prevalence and countermeasures.
We examined the prevalence of shunt dysfunction (e.g., overdraining or underdraining malfunctions) in patients with a ventriculoperitoneal shunt and elucidated effective countermeasures of a programmable valve shunt system in treatments for shunt dysfunction during rehabilitation therapy. Among 114 patients with a ventriculoperitoneal shunt for normal pressure hydrocephalus, underdraining appeared in eight patients during hospitalization for rehabilitation therapy, and seven patients experienced overdraining. We could treat underdraining noninvasively for all six patients with a programmable valve shunt system by decreasing the opening pressure, whereas the other two patients with a fixed valve pressure system required surgical replacement of the valve unit. We could also treat overdraining noninvasively in two cases with programmable valve shunt system by increasing the opening pressure. In two cases with fixed valve pressure system, however, chronic subdural hematomas had to be surgically treated. Either dysfunction interfered with a better functional outcome in rehabilitation therapy. Barthel index after the countermeasures and continuous rehabilitation therapies was significantly larger than the index before the countermeasures in both overdraining and underdraining groups. Shunt dysfunction appeared in approximately 13.2% of patients with a ventriculoperitoneal shunt during hospitalization for rehabilitation. The ventriculoperitoneal shunt using programmable valve shunt system was convenient and valuable for treating both overdraining and underdraining malfunctions in the rehabilitation ward.